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FCE – Phrasal Verbs 

 
Replace the word in brackets with a suitable freeze all verb.  Make sure the verbs in the right form. 
 
 

Go for        turn up          take after         hold up         going for             chill out 
Look into          go off         run out of          get over           call off 

Go along with         come up with          get away with 

 
1. The trouble with my Canarian friend is that he usually ______________ about an hour late for everything. (arrive) 

2. Catherine, I’d like you to______________this complaint we received anonymously.  It seems like a joke. (examine) 

3. The bomb______________on Jefferson street near the hotel, but luckily it was a quiet time of day. (exploded) 

4. You won’t get another chance like this for very long time. ______________it! (take the opportunity of doing) 

5. Hay!  Just______________to this new remastered radiohead album.  The sound quality is great (try) 

6. We’re not serving roast beef, I’m afraid, Sir.  We’ve______________meat. (used up our supply of) 

7. Yes, I’ll______________that. (accept) 

8. Because of the hurricane warning, the concert in the park had to be______________. (canceled) 

9. Why don’t you______________the “watermelon eating competition” Tomas.  I’m sure you’d win it. (enter) 

10. I wonder who first______________the idea of umbrellas for your shoes? (Thought of) 

11. What a lovely baby!  He certainly doesn’t______________his father, does he? (resemble) 

12. I still haven’t really______________the death of my goldfish. (recovered from) 

13. Because of the flooding on the line between New York and New Jersey, my train was______________for several 

hours. (delayed) 

14. Madison is the teacher’s pet, so she can______________almost anything.  She brought her spider to school the other 

day. (do something bad without getting into trouble) 

15. Don’t keep playing sports all day.  Just______________occasionally to give yourself a rest break. (relax) 
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ANSWERS 

1) Turns up 

2) Look into 

3) Went off 

4) Go for 

5) Check out 

6) Run out of 

7) Go along with 

8) Called off 

9) Go in for 

10) Came up with 

11) Take after 

12) Got over 

13) Held up 

14) Get away with 

15) Chill out 


